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Introduction
With a nice mix of exclusive and non-exclusive anal sex videos, Ultimate Anal Movies showcases some
prime choice pornstars getting poked, prodded, slammed and rammed right in their sexy asses! In fact
you may recognize a few of the better known talents including Brooke Haven featured more than once
in the members area collection.

Adult Review
Mixing high definition exclusive anal sex movies, non-exclusive lower quality ass fucking films and a whole lot of bonus
buttfucking videos into one site, Ultimate Anal Movies is like an all you can eat buffet for fans of backdoor action
everywhere with a little something from a lot of different varieties.
  
  Navigation is pretty straight forward, links listed at the top to Movies, Live Chat, More Movies, VOD, Extras and a link
with full access to the 29 Included Sites listed on the right side of this review. That many included networked sites makes
your monthly membership to Ultimate Anal Movies a whole lot more valuable.
  
  When you enter the members area of Ultimate Anal Movies you will land on a long scrolling page with the latest updates,
top rated videos, a coming soon section and a listing of the most viewed videos. If you scroll down further you'll find access
to 192 pages of More Movies and More Stuff which includes flash cartoons, chat rooms and a couple of extra feed content
sites as well. The bonus content in this site is all actually pretty good. 
  
  Videos exclusive to Ultimate Anal Movies are clear, well shot and available as either HD downloads or in Flash  streaming
formats and smaller file downloadable WMVs as well. You can grab them as full length scenes or separate clips to make
downloading faster on slower connections. 
  
  Watched at the HD size of 720 x 540 connoisseurs of backdoor loving will be pleased with the quality of the various anal
scenarios which feature everything from an 18 year old teen butt-plunging herself with a vibrator to a 38 year old MILF
taking on two cocks at once. The Tongue did find about a quarter of the videos feature DP scenes which will appeal to those
that like watching both holes getting filled at the same time.
  
  And lets not forget the pics. Most of Ultimate Anal Movies 38 videos contain from 48 to 264 pics that follow the same
action as the corresponding video. Pictures can be viewed as a slide-show or downloaded as a .zip which is the fastest way for
collectors to grab all of them. To view them as thumbnails reloads the video each time you click on a new page. That can get
a tad annoying so most members will want to opt for the .zip option.
  
  Some videos do not have picture sets to go along with them but those videos that do not contain pictures do offer an average
of 10 extra minutes of footage which helps to make up for the lack of pics.
  
  With both a trial option and a full monthly rate, as usual you are better off skipping the trial and sticking with the full access
pass. Also, it's important to point out that the site tour has a few annoying pop-up ads that we have asked the site owner to
remove... hopefully that will happen soon.
  

Porn Summary
Anal sex enthusiasts should find Ultimate Anal Movies to be a good deal for the price, especially when you consider all of
the Included Sites and bonus content that comes with your membership. The Tongue gives this site two juicy rumps up!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'All kinds of anal action from many different sources'
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Quality: 83  Updates: 82 Exclusive: 80 Interface: 84
Support: 79 Unique: 80    Taste: 81        Final: 82

Porn Sites Included
Desperate Popstars (82) ,Lesbians Elite (81) 

Porn Niches
Anal, Exclusive, Hardcore, PornStars, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $36.50 Preview: 3 Days for $2.91 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 37
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